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• Abstract (300 words):
New Zealand cities are currently undergoing a transition between car-oriented urban sprawl; and infill development with greater reliance on active transport. Urban sprawl and car-centrism is linked to sedentary lifestyles and greater emissions, and the associated health implications such as obesity, heart disease, respiratory illness, and type two diabetes. Yet the standard for New Zealand living is a standalone house, on a large section, using cars as the primary form of transport. In recent years, urban planning has challenged this standard, by introducing greater commitments to infill development, but blanket policy implementation will not meet the realities of transitioning from car to pedestrian transport. What role might architects play in this transition, and what opportunities exist within urban idiosyncrasies?

This research explores the potential of converting a car-centric neighbourhood of Wellington, New Zealand, to a walkable one, beginning with the specific conditions of
a single new house. The house is on a sloping site, below the road and above a public reserve and a beach. From the beginning, it was attractive to create a path between the road and the beach. The path could also be used as a shortcut for properties further up the hill. Pedestrian pathways up and down the hill are common in this hillside suburb, and they mostly run perpendicular to roads that generally follow the contours. But the pedestrian network is discontinuous and secondary to the road network. Connecting them would make a more walkable suburb, linking the beaches with the village, the school, and the public park at the top of the hill.

The research exposed both quantitative and qualitative implications of a strengthened pedestrian network in this part of the city, including increased density and nudging towards a more active lifestyle. This paper will present data and images of a newly imagined neighbourhood.
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